Many classes of reaction-diffusion systems have been shown to have traveling-wave solutions. For a class of such systems for which a comparison theorem can be used, we establish a wave stability result which roughly states that these wave solutions are asymptotically stable to perturbations which lie in some weighted Lp-space if their speeds are sufficiently large. We then apply this result to some excitable systems, namely a model of the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, a substrate-inhibition biochemical model, and a class of models recently studied by Fife.
1. Introduction. We are concerned in this paper with showing the stability of traveling wave solutions to systems of the form u, = Duxx + f (u) uef (1.1)
where |x| < oo, t > 0, D is a positive diagonal matrix and f is C1. Traveling-wave solutions for (1.1) are solutions of the form u(x, t) = <J>(x + ct) = <)>(£), for some constant c. Wave solutions to such systems arise in nerve conduction [1, 11, 27] , gene propagation [12, 60] , flame propagation [10, 16, 17] , chemical reactions [8, 13] , shock waves [5, 14, 26] , etc. When such solutions exist for reaction-diffusion systems, there may not be uniqueness and so the question of their stability arises. Our notion of stability is the following. If u(x, t) = 4>(x 4-ct) + U(x, t), then <j> is stable if lim,^ | e~ctllUj(£, t) | = 0 for each component Uj of U. We will require U(x, 0) to live in some "weighted" Lp-space (p > 1), a notion Sattinger [28, 29] used in his stability work. Unlike Sattinger, we will not need to compute the spectrum of the operator which is the linearized part of the right-hand side of (1.1). On the other hand, we will require the presence of a bounded invariant set for our initial data to live in, though we will not require them to satisfy any monotonicity conditions. We will also require a rather restrictive condition on the initial perturbation U(x, 0) in the neighborhood of -oo, but no such condition at + oo. This is because of the use of Sattinger's weighted norms. Our approach can be considered a generalization of Moet's work [25] where he deals with stability of traveling wave solutions to a scalar equation, namely the wellknown Fisher equation.
Although our tools, principally a comparison theorem, restrict the class of systems we can consider, there are a few interesting systems we can apply our result to. Namely, in Sec. 3 we consider a model proposed by Murray [22] for the well-known BelousovZhabotinskii reaction. This model satisfies the conditions necessary to apply the theory given in Sec. 2. This system models a reaction between bromate and cesium which is known to give various chemical waves. We next discuss a class of systems proposed by Fife [7] to study wave motion. It can be demonstrated that this class of systems can have traveling-wave solutions and their stability is established by our arguments. This class of systems involves properties which are possessed by some nerve conduction models and other chemical reaction models. The last example is biochemical in nature. It is a substrate inhibition model studied by Thomas [31] (see also [3, 18, 23, 24, 30] ) to examine threshold mechanisms, pattern formation, etc. The particular system models a uricase enzyme catalyzed reaction between oxygen and uric acid.
2. Stability of wave solutions. We now consider (1.1), where f is C1 and each of its components fj,j-1, ..., n, is nondecreasing in each argument uit i= 1, ..., n, for i ± j. These conditions guarantee that we can apply the following comparison theorem, which is a restricted form proved by Fife [8] but adequate for our purposes.
Theorem (Fife) . Let F(x, t, u) be defined on R x R+ x IR", be continuous in x and t, and satisfy the same conditions in u as mentioned above for f. Let u, v be continuous functions from IR x IR+ to IR", bounded and C2 on their domain, and satisfying (component-wise)
Then u > v for all (x, t) e IR x IR+.
We will use the standard notation throughout that u > v means ut > vt, i = 1, 2, n. Besides assuming the conditions on f, we also require that (1.1) has a bounded, invariant region S a [Rn (see Chueh et al. [4] or Weinberger [33] ). Thus, for all x, if u(x, 0) e S, then u(x, t) e S for all (x, f) € IR x 1R + . This also guarantees the global existence of a solution for (1.1). We are interested in the stability of solutions to (1.1) of the form u(x, t) = <j>c(x + ct) = <|)c(^), where c is a positive constant. Let
Main theorem. Any traveling wave solution cj>c of (1.1) for c sufficiently large is asymptotically stable to perturbations u0 if u(x, 0), given by (2.1), is such that u(x, 0) e S and e~cil2u0(£) e (Lp(R)f for some p > 1.
The meaning of " c sufficiently large " will be clarified within the proof. It is known that sufficiently slow speed waves are unstable in many reaction-diffusion systems [15] .
Proof. Let u(x, f) = 4>c(x + ct) + U(x, f); then U satisfies
Consider a function P(x, t) which satisfies
That is, the initial condition is P,(x, 0) = max{0, u0i.(x)}, / = 1, n. Define F(P; x, ()sf(P + <j>c) -f(<()c). Then by previous assumption, dFJdPj -dfi/dPj > 0 for i + j. By
Similarly, consider a function Q(x, t) which satisfies Q, = DQXX + F(Q; x, t) in Ix (R + , Q(x, 0) = min{0, u0(x)} in IR.
Then by the comparison theorem
Because of the smoothness of f, and hence F, the existence of S and the fact that F(0; x, t) = 0, then there is a constant matrix M such that for P giving (2.3) and Q giving (2.4), we have
This follows in effect from just expanding F in a Taylor series and choosing the elements of M appropriately to bound the coefficients, since P > 0 > Q. Consider 3. Examples. The considerations of the last section were motivated by examples of systems which are known to display traveling wave solutions. We present some examples in this section which are covered under the previously stated restrictions.
The first example is a system representing a scaled version of a model proposed by Field and Noyes [6] Then we have
Corollary.
The traveling-wave solution (<pc, <\j/c) of (3.2) with c = 2 is asymptotically stable to perturbations (u0, w0) which satisfy (3.3), w + iJ/C>y, and e~c<l2(u0(^), w0(t;)) e Lp x Lp for some p > 1.
This result follows from the main theorem. The condition w + il/c<y comes from the observation that, in the notation of Sec. 2, dF2/dui = b(y -u2 -ipc), which we want to be nonnegative. From the proof of the main theorem, one can show in this case that M can be chosen to be
From the proof of the main theorem, the condition on to guarantee the stability requires c /4 >1.
A second example is a class of systems proposed by Fife [7, 8] as a general model for studying wave phenomena, threshold behavior, etc. The model can be considered a generalized FitzHugh-Nagumo system because of the qualitative structure imposed on the nonlinearities. The FitzHugh-Nagumo system is a specific prototype model for studying conduction phenomena in nerves (see Rinzel [27] ). Fife's model has the form «< = £"*x +/(«. 4 v, = v*x + 0(«> v) (3) (4) where / g have the structure given in Fig. 1 . We can assume that / and g are C1 in their arguments and from the figure we can also assume that / and g satisfy fv > 0, gu> 0 in R+xR+. (3.5) It follows directly from arguments in Weinberger [33] that the system (3.4) possesses an invariant region S. This is graphically depicted in Fig. 1 and we write for some A, B > 0, S = {(u, v) 10 < u < A, 0 < v < Bj.
Fife [7] argued from an asymptotic approach that one can show that (3.4) can possess traveling-wave solutions. One can make his arguments more rigorous by transforming the system (3.4) via Fife's " inner " wave frame variable and using a geometric approach of Conley (Bell, unpublished; see Kurland [21] ). These approaches all require that e > 0 be sufficiently small. Thus the system satisfies the constraints of Sec. 2 and we have
Any traveling-wave solution (</>c, ipc) of (3.4) with c2/4> maxs{/", g"} is asymptotically stable to perturbations (w0(x), i^C*)) which satisfy (u(x, 0), v(x, 0)) = (<f>c(x) + u0(*)» »Ac(x) + vo(x)) £ S and such that e~c(,2(u0(£), f0(<^)) e (Lp(IR))2 for some p> 1.
A third example is a substrate inhibition model studied by Thomas [31] and Kernevez et al. [18] . It consists of uricase enzyme immobilized on a membrane in which uric acid and oxygen are catalyzed by the enzyme, thus diffusing and reacting to produce allantoin and other products. If w and u are scaled concentrations of uric acid and oxygen, then a dimensionless form of the model may be written as "r = "xx + {"o -« -PW>(«)} w, = P">xx + {y(w0 -w) -pw</>(«)} 4>{u) = u/( 1 + u + ku2).
(3.6)
Inhibition models of this type are fairly common (see Seelig [30] ) and have been considered as a possible mechanism for pigment distribution in plants [24] and coat color markings in animals [23] , There is strong evidence that such models have traveling-wave solutions [3] , but a rigorous proof of this has not been established. In a forthcoming paper we will establish the existence of traveling-wave solutions. The phase plane for (3.6) is shown in Fig. 2 and, by arguments similar to those of the first two examples, it can be shown that (3.6) also has a bounded invariant set S. Thus if we make the transformation w = V -v, (3.6) becomes We can choose V sufficiently large because of the existence of a bounded invariant rectangle S; that is, for (u, u) e S, there are constants Vu Ut such that u < U1 and v < Vx, so let V > V1. Let R > 0 be defined by min0<u{d<p/du} = -R. Then M for this example has diagonal elements a. = pRV -1>0 and 0. Thus we have
Any traveling-wave solution (4>c, i//c) of (3.7) with c2 > 4a is asymptotically stable to perturbations (u0(x), tf0(x)) which satisfy (u(x, 0), v(x, 0)) = {<pc(x) + u0(x), il/c(x) + i>0(x)) e S and such that e~cil2(u0(£), v0(^)) e (LP(IR))2 for some p > 1, if k < U\2.
